Zirakzigil looked splendid in the Swedish debut and is certainly improved by that run. Got defeated...
HOW TO READ FIELDS: Runner info shown as follows: Number; Horse; Age; colour; sex. Career record: wins-places-runs;
Trainer; Draw (position at start); Driver; Last 3 runs with most recent and date on right. Last three runs are shown in order of
finishing position (+Further back than 1st or disqualified) racecourse: distance. Thus 3B21 is third at Boden over 2140m. If
underlined 3B21 the race followed an absence from racing of 60 days or more.

GENERAL INFO: Race distances range from 1640m (sprinters) to 3140m (stayers) with 2140m (middle
distance) the most common. Horses that break out of a trotting gait or action can be disqualified. In handicap
races horses with earnings exceeding specified amounts start 21m or 40m behind the others. There are two
ways of starting a race: AUTO START behind a moving car (maximum 12 runners with numbers 1-8 in first row
behind the gate and 9-12 in the second); VOLT START in which seven horses are in the front line and draws 1,
3, 6 and 7 are favoured.

DISCLAIMER: Whilst reasonable precautions have been taken to ensure the accuracy and quality of the
contents of this publication, neither Phumelela Gaming & Leisure Limited (and any subsidiary or associated
companies collectively referred to as the “Group”), nor their agents warrant that this publication is error free.
Neither do any of the parties accept liability for any damages, damages that may arise in the future or incon-
venience that may arise as a result of the use of this publication or any reliance placed on the contents of this
publication either directly, indirectly or otherwise. The Group and their agents reserve the right to subsequently
correct and republish any inaccurate information previously published. The onus is on the customer to verify
that the published information is the most updated and correct information. COPYRIGHT: Phumelela Gold
Enterprises.